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I.M (MONSTA X) - presents Off The Beat World Tour 2024

Sonstiges

I.M (Im Chang-Kyun) is a member and the lead rapper of the Korean boy group,
MONSTA X, who debuted in 2015. Even as the youngest member of the group,
I.M has shown his talent and potential as a soloist through numerous mixtapes
and solo EPs, where he contributed to the composing, arranging, and writing of
the lyrics. His solo debut EP "DUALITY”, released in February 2021, has gained
massive success with five tracks ranking in Billboard’s World Digital Song Sales
Chart, reaching 8.5 million views on YouTube for his lead track, "God Damn”, music
video and holds over 15.9 million streams on Spotify. While remaining a part of
MONSTA X, I.M is currently focusing more on his solo career. With the second EP
"OVERDRIVE” released under Sony Music Entertainment Korea in June 2023, he
showed a wider range of skills with a style change in his music compared to his
work with MONSTA X. This EP ranked first in 14 countries on the iTunes Global Chart
and achieved over 1 million streams within 24 hours of the release, which led to
this extended playlist to place on the Melon Hall of Fame. The album carefully sets
out the musical worldview pursued by I.M as a soloist through deep, sophisticated
sounds and delicate melodies. I.M has been showing great success and growth as
he continues to reveal a more unique side of him as well as connects with his fans
through his latest albums and singles, such as his debut EP "Duality," his last album
"Overdrive,” and his latest single "Slowly.” All five songs in the "Duality” album
charted on Billboard’s World Digital Song Sales Chart and has about 45 million all
time global streams. With his third EP "Off The Beat,” released earlier in April 2024,
I.M continued to delve deeper into the uncharted territory, carefully setting out
the musical worldview pursued by the artist as a soloist. With six new tracks, each
embodying a unique story and sound, I.M proved his talent as a producer, singer-
songwriter, and rapper with genuine spirit and avant-garde persona. Alongside
album promotions. I.M is gearing up to meet his global fans across Europe, North
America and Asia with his first-ever solo tour, ‘Off The Beat,’ scheduled from July
to September.

Weitere Informationen:

Einlass: 1 Stunde vor Veranstaltungsbeginn.

Veranstaltungsort:
Live Music Hall
Lichtstraße 30
50825 Köln

Veranstalter:
prime entertainment GmbH
Herwarthstr. 8
50672 Köln

Autor:
KölnTourismus GmbH
info@koelntourismus.de

QR-Code scannen und diese Seite offline
speichern, mit Freunden teilen und mehr.
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Preisinformationen:
ab 61,60 €

Preisinformationen:
ab 61,60 €

Termine:
Donnerstag, 01.08.2024, 20:00 Uhr

Link zum Kartenverkauf:
Link zum Kartenverkauf ( https://www.koelnticket.de/eventseries/3635688?
affiliate=5TO )


